280 THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
pression, notably the Du Fonts, who embarked upon a sales
campaign for the nonporous envelope called cellophane. The
results were so successful that the public began to buy its
prunes and caramels and cigarettes thus encased* The same
concern pioneered a synthetic rubber under the name "du-
prene," utilizing a process devised by Dr* J. A* Nieuwland,
announced in 1931. Its importance became evident ten years
later when Japan sought to retaliate upon American oil and
metal embargoes by choking off the flow of natural rubber
across the Pacific.
In the novel field of chemurgy, which early caught the eye
of Henry Ford as well as the Du Ponts, farm products rang-
ing from soybeans to skim milk were converted into plastics,
and in 1939 Congress subsidized regional laboratories for
further research. From such materials as camphor, carbon,
alcohol, urea, asbestos and formaldehyde still other synthetics
were achieved. Nylon, a polyamide fiber made from coal, air
and water, was introduced to an appreciative feminine public
in 1939-1940, while coarser fibers of the same product went
into toothbrushes. Plywood, fibers made from cellulose, and
new steels containing molybdenum, vanadium, nickel,
chromium and tungsten proved of immediate industrial and
future military importance. Pyralin, fabrikoid, plexiglas,
plastecele, lucite and vinylite were other innovations. Within
a short space it dawned upon the average person that won-
derful new substances now composed the fountain pen with
which he wrote, the radio cabinet at his bedside, the sponge
in his bathroom, the wheel by which he steered his car, his
wife's dresses, and the motion-picture film which they saw
projected on the screen. And, thanks to imaginative designers
like Norman Bel Geddes, many such products tended to
greater functionalism, beauty and clarity of color.
In the mid-thirties the process of cracking heavy oils, after
extraction of gas and gasoline, added millions of barrels of
fuel for consumers* use as well as raw materials for industrial
alcohol, lacquers, plastics and synthetic rubber. As still an-

